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1) Compute neuron interactions to optimally integrate context in 2 conditions: static (when the animal 
is in place) and moving (when the animal is running or walking and/or when something in its visual 
field moves)

2) Implement a “context-switching circuit”: a circuit-level representation which allows the switch 
between the 2 conditions, static and moving

3) Test predictions of context-switching circuit: low-dimensional VIP switching population and 
disinhibitory network motif 

SUMMARY

†

MODELING CIRCUIT AND ACTIVITY IN V1
Experimental evidence points to the fact that the circuit responsible for visual processing in the mouse brain behaves differently 
during locomotion of the animal (Fu et al, 2014). Hence, it is apparent that visual stimuli are processed differently when the 
animal is moving than when it is static. The circuitry responsible for switching between processing static & moving is subject to 
ongoing research (Fu et al, 2014).

Three populations of neurons are mainly responsible for 
visual processing: VIP, SST, and Pyr neurons. VIP is activated 
during movement and acts in a switch-like manner.

How do we model neuronal interactions?   
Assumption: Neurons integrate information from context
For both the STATIC and the MOVING condition, we employ a model                                                                                   
of V1 based on optimal integration of context (Mihalas and Iyer, 2017). 
Such a model integrates features over space and time, to modulate the “classical” activity of receptive fields so as to optimally 
encode information robustly in two different contexts: moving and static.

                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

As a dictionary of features represented by these neurons we use the parame-                                                                                   
trized set of models from V1 electrophysiological responses (Durand et al.,                                                                                            
2016). This is a set of 18 filters: On, Off and On/Off with 2 subfields, different                                                                                   
subfields dominating, at different intensities & orientations:

METHODS: the datasets

COMPUTING WEIGHTS
CONCLUSIONS

● We have implemented an optimal context integration model for static and moving contexts and mapped it to V1 circuit structure
● We have proved that a switch between moving and static contexts is possible
● We have biologically plausible predictions of low-d and strong disinhibitory component
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From both the scatter plot (left) and the image showing slices of the Weight matrix for static & moving weights (right), we see that 
the moving weights tend to be weaker in absolute value (as expected, the surround modulation is not so strong).

Static weights, filters 1 & 1-5

Moving weights, filters 1 & 1-5

Single circuit in V1 capable of switching contexts during movement using 
VIP population as low-dimensional switch 

STATIC circuit MOVING circuit

Assuming the firing rate of 
neurons encodes for the 
probability of a feature being 
present in a specific location 
of the image, we map 
probabilities to weights and 
firing rates.

Firing rates ∝probability of 
feature existence

Weights ∝probability of 
feature co-occurrence

(2N)2 weights (N+M)2 weightsVS

Two circuits vs. one switching circuit performing two tasks

Computational considerations for networks of N neurons with switching units of M neurons:
 If M<<N, then (N+M)2 << (2N)2

MOTIVATION
Design circuit with a low-dimensional switching unit (so that fewer weights to learn), that can perform two tasks 

We extend the model of Mihalas & 
Iyer to the case of movement so 
that optimal integration of 
temporal context occurs alongside 
the integration of spatial context.
 
Δt ≠ 0 ⇒MOVING condition ⇒ 
Δt = 0 ⇒ STATIC condition  ⇒

For the moving condition, a key aspect to keep in mind is that context happened 𝚫t s in the past, but otherwise it is 
integrated in the same way as in Mihalas & Iyer.

The relationship between 
static & moving weights 
reveals that a linear scaling 
is not enough to explain the 
variability in moving weights. 

Wstatic

Wmoving

For natural images/videos:For horizontal & vertical “Bar World”:

IMPLEMENTING A SWITCHING CIRCUIT
Visual processing for two contexts static & moving leads to two optimal connectivities                  and                     and the 
corresponding firing rates:

The switch to be optimized is 
for three unknown 
connectivities: 
Wp→v, the excitatory 
connections from Pyr to VIP, 
Wv→p, the inhibitory   
connections from  VIP to Pyr,
Wv→s, the inhibitory 
connections from VIP to SST

Fmoving ≅ Fstatic  + modulation from surround/context
                                              switch controlled by VIP  

How do we implement the switch? Keep the circuit the same as the static circuit when VIP are inactive, but
Approximate the moving circuit when VIP active

To optimize for the unknown connectivities we will minimize the norm of the loss defined by:

We use a neural network to solve the optimization 
problem and impose Wp→v ≥ 0, Wv→s≤0, Wv→p≤0 
for biological realism

SWITCHING WORKS because having a few VIP 
neurons that switch for moving context makes the circuit 
approximate the optimal moving circuit better 
than having no VIP neurons (or having many, as 
many as Pyr neurons for that matter)
 

two circuits vs one switching circuit

DIMENSIONALITY OF SWITCHING UNIT
The neural network learns the optimal sets of weights to and from the VIP population so as to minimize Lswitch. 
How many neurons are necessary to obtain a good approx of the moving circuit?

Other predictions: The disinhibitory component plays an important role in the circuit because we find that Wv→s > Wv→p 

For horizontal & vertical “Bar World”:

N = 162
M = 20
M <<N

Switching circuit with 20 VIP neurons
can approx the moving circuit

20 VIP neurons << 162 Pyr neurons

For natural images and videos:

How do we find a mapping between the two functional circuits given by (*), (**) and the physical circuit sketched below 
(B)? We want to find VIP connections such that:

  

error convergence after multiple iterations

For horizontal & vertical 
“Bar World”: For natural images/videos

BA

for 20 neurons:
mean(Wv→s) = 0.175
mean(Wv→p) = 0.033

Time t

extra-classical RF 
(surround modulation)

classical RF

Switching circuit with 5 VIP neurons per unit space
can approx the moving circuit

5∙1622 VIP neurons < 18∙1622 Pyr neurons


